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Abstract: This research evaluated an annotation recommendation system – GRACE (General
Rapid Annotation Clustering Enhancement) – which gives suggestions of what annotations might
be missing when students were reading the teaching materials. A pilot is done in two computer
science classes in a college in Tunisia. The results show that system’s usability is acceptable for
students doing online reading activities on GRACE.
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1. Introduction
When students read learning materials like textbook, they usually take notes and highlight important
words/sentences on it (Hoff, Wehling, & Rothkugel, 2009; Chen & Chen, 2014). Students have different
annotation preferences while reading; for instance, they may annotate words in different ways (e.g.,
underlining, highlighting, or double underlining). However, they may intend to not annotate some
important keywords or simply overlook those words while reading an article. When they review the
annotated texts for preparing exams and doing homework, they might skip those un-annotated content on
the texts as they believe that all important content have been well annotated by them earlier.

2. Online Annotation Systems
The research team has developed GRACE (General Rapid Annotation Clustering Enhancement) platform
that can group students based on their annotations and provide annotation suggestions for them on the
missing content. After teachers created reading activities, students can find these activities on the GRACE.
Figure 1 shows the interface for reading activity on GRACE. At the top panel, students can choose the
annotation styles they prefer, including highlight, underline, bold, italics, increase font size and change font
color. They can also use mixed annotations, such as the use of bold face and underline at the same time for
the words “England that this” (see Figure 1a).
Students can decide whether or not they would like to receive the recommendation(s) by checking
and unchecking the “Hidding suggestions” check-box on the top. If the recommendation function is
enabled, students will get the annotation suggestions for the paragraph when they finish annotating it. Take
Figure 1a for example, the student is annotating “wheelbarrow”, which is also the last word in the first
paragraph. GRACE will retrieve all students’ annotations and group the student with others who have
similar annotation behaviours. It then finds out “chemicals and wastes” were annotated by others in the

same group which this student belongs to; therefore, it reminds the student that he or she might be missed to
annotate those words (see Figure 1b).
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Figure 1. The interface for reading activity on GRACE.

3. Research Methods
3.1 Evaluation Process
To verify the system’s usability and the influence of students’ diffusion of innovation in using GRACE, this
research proposed a research model (see Figure 2). The research adopts the System Usability Scale (SUS)
to evaluate GRACE’s usability (Brooke, 1996) and also adds a few questions from (AlQudah, 2014),
(Lewis, 1995), and (Lund, 2001) as well as several self-developed items to the questionnaire. In addition,
the Perceived Enjoyment (PE) factor is designed to understand how satisfy students were using GRACE.
The research also investigates whether or not students’ acceptance of using new technology like e-reader
for reading activities will influence their overall satisfaction toward GRACE. The research uses two of the
factors in Diffusion of Innovation proposed by Rogers (Rogers, 2003) and adopts the questions designed by
(Park & Chen, 2007) and (Quadir, Yang, Chen, & Shih, 2017).

Figure 2. The research model.

To find out students’ perceived usefulness toward GRACE as well as what are the influential
factors, the research team has conducted a pilot in two computer science classes in a college in Tunisia with
nine valid samples collected. The validity and reliability for the two major factors (Diffusion of Innovation
and Perceived Enjoyment) and the three sub-factors (Effectiveness, Efficiency, Satisfaction) in the System
Usability factor are in excellent (  0.9) or good (0.8   < 0.9) and shows the questionnaire is reliable
(Georage & Mallery, 2010).
3.2 Findings
To understand whether or not the system is useful to students, we calculated the SUS value based on
Brooke’s study in 1996. The average value of SUS is 55.556 which shows that the system’s usability is
acceptable for students doing online reading activities on GRACE (Bangor, Kortum, & Miller, 2009).
The research team also discovered some unexpected findings. First of all, students’ perceived
complexity of using any e-reader system has no significant relation with the usability score that they gave
for GRACE. The finding tells us that even a student who believes an e-reader is a complex system, he or she
might still believe GRACE is a useful system. Another finding shows that students’ perceived ease of use
toward GRACE is not affecting their intention of using the system, but students’ perceived usefulness is.
The finding suggests that if a system is useful for its users, even it is at the development stage and gives only
fair user experience, users might still want to use the system to improve the efficiency or effectiveness of
their works.
Another interesting finding is that students who like to try a new technology before officially adopt
it (i.e., the triability factor in the diffusion of innovation) have higher satisfaction toward GRACE and have
more intention to use it in the future. However, there is no significant relation found between the triability
and perceived ease of use nor perceived good user interface design toward GRACE. This finding indicates
that users treat triability is important for them to adopt new technologies and a system with triability can
make users have higher intention of using it, even when it has only fair enough user interface design.

4. Conclusion
The developed bio-inspiration clustering algorithm is more stable than the previous algorithm designed by
the research team. However, the precision and recall rate is still not good enough. Because the efficiency
and effectiveness of GRACE highly affect students’ intention of using it, giving more relevant annotation
recommendations for students is extremely important. The research team will review the clustering
algorithm in order to give more appropriate annotation recommendations for students.
The sample size of the study is small but is still sufficient for the Human Computer Interaction
studies, which is 10±2 samples defined in Hwang and Salvendy’s research in 2010. However, if the
research team wants to find out more potential issues to improve the system, an evaluation with a larger
sample size is required (Nielsen, 2012). On the other hand, this study only discuss students’ perceived
efficiency toward the system with questionnaire. To find out whether or not GRACE is really useful for
students studying, pre-test and post-test should be integrated in the new evaluation plan.
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